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FO ) N INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Earold Graves DATE: March 20, 1956

FROM J. G. Beevor

SUBJECT: IFC - Broadcast on BBC.

I was asked in February, largely because of a friend of mine

who is the BBC Director of Overseas Broadcasts for the Middle Bast

and Asia, to give a talk about IFC. They have sent me two copies

of the recording and you might like to have a copy for information.

J.G.B.

Attachment. ;

4-CH



Trcnscribod from a Telediphone Recording:

THIS DAY tND AGE.

1700-1710 Green 7th March, 1956.

J.NOUN4CEL: This is the General Overseas Service of
the D.D.C. 'THIS D,1 AND AGE' - Financing Private Thterprise. Andrew
Shonfield interviews Mr. John Deevor who hra been asked by the Internationil
Dank to work on the establishment of the International Finance Corporation.

SHCNFIELD: Mr. &-evor, your main job I undrstand,
during the past couple of yors has been to winkle out rivate caitvl -
to help private capital - to go out into the Cornmonwelth: you've
been persuading it iA that direction. I gather that this job that yoube
going to in tho Interntionl Finance Corpo?. ti-n is similar in some
respects - is it ?

DEFVOR. Certainly it is similar in that respect,
though in the Conmonwealth Dev lopnent Finance Company we tQperh8s been
nore putting our own nonsy in when there was a gap, than actually going
arornd ocking for ther peoplo to encourage.

SHONFIELD: And you're not going to put so :much money
into the ventures (FLUFF) in - into International Finance Cr oration
is that so ?

DElIMR: The International Finance Corporation as I
understand it when it coes into existence will seek to put in as little
of its own funds in any -ne nroposition as it can, and to get as iany
partnors as possible to cone in with as much money as they cm raise.

S: 1FIlD: Thet why is it beIng so mcmn ?

EEVOP: 3 ecause it has lilAted funds in its initial
stages. It'2 Ctcxting with a cawitA of a hundred-million dollars which
sounds a lot r1 .7oney but it's rcally only the cost of one steelworks, and
if you spread that over forty or fifty countri ts it means there) s not
very iuch I.F.C. noney for any one euntry.

SHCNFIILD: Is the point then - Mr. Deevor - this
hundred _ilLion is a sort of bait for private enterprise to be encouraged
by - is that the wTy the thing w)rks ?

EVOR: Yes, I thirnk that is correct. They start
oXf with a fairly amodest stake in relation to the total deriand. In an
xnstitution of this kind you've got to make it a success on a s-iall scale
first ntd *;hcn if all goes well you build it up to bigger things.

ECR



THIS D1 AND GE* .-

SHGNFIELD: Weil now we've had - we have a fair
number Cf institutions - I nean we have the Intsrnational Bank itself.
We also haw your Co. Monwenlth Development Finance Company, which has
been doing very good work, why do we need this other one 7 What's the
gap to be filled ?

LF1VOR: The ga'i really arises because of the charter
of the International Dank. The Internitional Bank as everybody knows
has done a wonderful - work - in the lbst ten years when they've raised
lorns of a2 out two-thcusand fiy(-hundrcd :illion dollars - an enorn u;s
su for sietthing like fifty countries. But under their charter they
can only lcid that nancy either o a member governn ent or else to sone
industry which carries a guarantoe of its own Governnent. ind that
has boon found, in practice, to create difficulties. Governents sometimes
are embarrassed by giving a guarantee to one steelworks as opposed to
another, or again the steel nanufacturur himself is reluctant to accept
a Governent guarentee because it nay inply sone degree of Government
interference in the future.

SHONFIELD: It brings in Governentatoo much for
private industry in some case ?

DEEVOR: Yes, and, it - it has d'initcly been
found to linit the yccec of the Intornri tnl ank's oporations. bo
that they do ish now to have this now institution - the International
Finance Corporation - which crn aku loons to industry in any of the
countries concerned without a Governe:cnt gurrantee.

LONIFILD: Directly. Now will the International
Finance Corporation becone a shareholder ? Will it be holding ordinary
shares in these companies ?

LEVCR: leo, they've decided against that because
of the obvious probloms of getting Nixod up in the voting control or
mangement of connaiea all over the world, and so what they're going

to Co is to take u, loons,which uny or ::ay not carry Sane rights of
subscription of sha res or conversion into shares, 1:nd that will give
some additional value to their loans if the project proves to be
satisfactory. s;nd when they want to sell off a lom, when a project
has natured, they would 1o able to sell the conversion right
which has a definite value.

SHOCFIELD: You would. then in the I.F.C. be a kind of
financicr on a grand scale reckoning to(FLUFF) hol. things for - short
period md then get rid of them fairly quickly 7

DEEVOR: Certainly - it's aost inportant to revolve
year funds. If you've got limited funds for a particular purpose you
want to be able to sell thcu off as soon - sell off your loans-as soon
as They've reached a satisfactory stage you then get now ,onoy to put
back into new projects.

STIONFIELD: And mdze a profit ?

SiEV(: And you hope to make a profit on the good
ones becr.use you're bound to lose soaT .ioncy on the less gon ones.

ECRt



THIS D.1 iD AGE: -3-

SHONFIEID: Yes. But you're not going to uanage these
things at all 2

LEEVOR: No. Absolutely no - no intention or - of
ever having tiny -art in nanagement at all.

SHON ILUD: Well Mr. Beevor, where is this gap in
private ca ital most noticceable? Where in the world, presunably you
aren't going for Europe -

DEEVOR: No, that is I think clear. The well developed
countries in Western Europe, North Aerica would not, I think, normally
be receiving J sans from the International finance Corporation. Dut there
arc, in the first 1la'ce, jnrt - countries in Southern Europe where there
may be cases for it and then of course there are all the well known areas,
Middle East, Southern Asia, Africa and Latin America.

SHONFIED: iAnd which venture capital which is at
present not going out would you hope to winkle out and move in these
directions - where is this venture capital to come from ?

BEEVOR: Wdll of course the greatest hone of capital
at the riorient is North America and also there's a great deal of capitnl
in Western Lurope where recovery has proceeded so fast in recent years And
whereas in Britain I think that all the available capital we have for
development overseas is being mobilisod in one way or another, there are
these other areas - North America, Western Europe - and may be others
too,where there is capital which has been shy of getting on the nove into
undeveloped terxitrle&.

SHONFIZLD: I wonder though if you could make the
instrice a little more concrete because it's a little hard to see
imediately what kind of project,on the spot at present,would not
qualify for loans or assistance from the existing institutions, which
would qualify for a loan fron the International Finance Corporation.
Could you soft of sketch the kind of project that you're going to go
for, and find, in the future ?

12PEVOR: You may find I think in any of these
countries - there are valuaLe projecta - industrial of some kind -
whether in ruip and papor, or in mining, iron Pnd steel, or any branch
of secondary industry where it ie difficult to raise all the capital
required from loc;]l sources or from existing institutions. One always
finds that in important new przjects you can raise part of the money
but it's very difficult to get the last ten per-cent.

{GNfFEL3: Well what about your experience in the
om onlcth Drvel ;mncnt Company - there you were dealing with prucisely

this kind of problem. Now, is the 1 roblv exactly analogous with the
thing that you're going to teke over now ?

DEEVOR: It 'a analogous but I think it's different
because we shall be dealin with a great nany countries 11 over the
world which are lear organised, so to say, in capitalist structure than
the :Jritish Coumonwealth countries, and so you will have in soure re(1pects
more bckward: and ies - some less highly organisee countries - in which
new investment is so neessary.

ECR
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SHONFIZD;) So it's the Comonwealth thing all
over agtin but perhaps in oven less - less devcloped countrics 7

:JEIVOR: Yes.

SHUNFIELZD: Thank you, Mr. Deevor.

ANNOUNCEP- TaIt interviaw w.s with Mr. John bcevorof the Cc monwQalth Develonet Financo any Linited, who has beenasked by the Interatoira 1k to work on the est ishnwnt of thenemw Intcrnational Finance Corporation. The interviwor Was Andre-iShonfield, Foreign Kitor of ts 2hIPBI TIMES.

E



INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION
1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON 25. D. C. TELEPHONE: EXECUTIVE 3-6360

FOR RELEASE
10:00 A.M.
Wednesday, June 5, 1957

FOREIGN INVESTMENT BUILDS FUTURE MARKETS

Address by J.7. Beevor, Vice-President
International Finance Corporation

to

World Trade Conference of the 86th Annual Meeting of the
Canadian Manufacturers' Association Meeting in

Toronto, Ontario, June 5, 1957

Changes in the patterns of world trade and new openings for foreign

investment have been the subject of many talks and articles in recent years.

Economic progress is based on a desire for change and leads to further

continuous change. And while change creates new problems, it also creates

new opportunities.

I would like this morning to focus attention on some of the current

problems and possibilities for foreign investment. I would also like to

consider with you the role of the International Finance Corporation in this

field and its significance to you as private businessmen.

We are all familiar with the main reasons for some of the changes which

have happened in our lifetime. Under the impact of scientific achievement,

particularly in transport and communications, the world has, for human purnoc:e

decreased in size. People and ideas move around faster than ever before1

In the less developed areas of Latin America, in Africa, Asia and the Middle

East, hundreds of millions of people have by various means become aware of

the possibilities of a better life than they have known before. Many new
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nations have achieved independence in the 40 years since World War I; and

they are now striving to develop their resources, to establish more of the

basic facilities in transport, communications, irrigation and agricultural

improvements and also in mary cases to establish new industries and to acquire

new technical and managerial skills. Their peoples aspire to achieve in a

decade more than their ancestors had achieved in centuries.

We have witnessed, also since World War I, the growth and emergence of

an industrial empire in Russia. Soviet Communism is continually absorbed

in plans and devices for impressing and attracting and bringing progressively,

under communist influence, many of those newly created and struggling countries.

The opportunities for increased trade and investment in the less developed

areas are by themselves a stimulus for investors with initiative and imagina-

tion in the free world. We in the industrialized countries of the free world

have come to realize that what hanpens in these other areas is bound to affect

our own lives, and that the question whether their peoples are to move onwards

in an atmosphere of freedom or to slide, slowly or suddenly, into the totali-

tarian orbit, is one of the most serious questions facing us today.

Many efforts -- by individuals, governments and intergovernmental organiz -

tions, including, of course, the United Nations -- have been made since Worlc

War II to find ways of helping the less developed areas. It is an enormous

and complex problem -- one to which there is no single or quick solution.

But greater progress has been made in this field in the last 10 years than

ever before in history.

The role of international financial institutions has been imnortant

since the war. The International Bank for Reconstruction and Develonment
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commonly called the World Bank -- was established in 1946. It has brought

something new to the field of economic development and to international

financial onerations.

VWile a creation of governments, the World Bank has been free of political

influence, and it has successfully operated as a business organization. In

its first two years the Bank lent half a billion dollars for postwar reconstruc-

tion in Western Europe; but since 1948 its financial and technical resources

have been devoted primarily to the problems of economic development.

The basic facilities must in the less developed countries be financed in

large part by governments. They require large sums of canital, and the

World Bank financing has gone primarily for the development of these basic

facilities. Today its lending totals 13 billion which have gone to help

finance nearly 600 projects in hh countries. But only about 10% of that total

has gone towards financing industrial development. The World Bank's Charter

requires it to conduct its operations so as to promote private foreign invest-

ment, But the Charter also restricts it to lending to governments or lending

with a government guarantee. The Bank's canacity to finance directly the

development of private enterprise has consequently been limited by the provi-

sions of its own Charter. Moreover, the Bank provides financial assistance

in the form of loans, whereas the development of orivate enternrise frequently

requires some form of venture capital.

It was out of the experience and limitations of the World Bank that thq

idea grew for an International Finance Corporation which would specifically

finance private enterprise when the necessary capital could not be raised

wholly through normal private channels. Opportunities for foreign investre



have become more clearly evident in recent years, and industrialists and

investors in the U.S., Canada, the U.K. and Western Europe have shown a

growing interest. Within the last five years hundreds of corrorations have

been considering foreign projects for the first time in their history.

So the need for a new type of international financial organization

became clear -- one that could deal directly with private business -- without

government guarantee -- to assist private business and capital in investment

in the less developed countries.

IFC was established to further economic development by promoting and

encouraging the growth of productive nrivate enterprise in member countries,

particularly in the less developed areas. IFn now has h9 member countries

which have subscribed ;92 million to its capital.

We hope to achieve our purpose in three general ways:

By investing along with private investors -- without government guarantee -

in productive private enterprise in the less developed countries;

By serving as a clearing house to bring together investment oportunities,

private capital (domestic and foreign) and experienced management; and

By using our offices wherever possible to help improve the climate for

private enterprise and investment in member countries.

It is unique that a large number of governments spread over the world

have joined together for the purpose of helping to develop private businesa.

Although IFC is owned by governments, it is dealing directly with private

business people -- thinking in their terms, looking at their problems and

respecting their confidences.
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Our policies and nrocedures are described in a booklet which is available

to anyone interested. Let me touch briefly on some of the fundamentals.

We intend in our early years to finance only enterprises located in the

less developed areas - Africa, Asia, Nustralia or Latin America - and, of

course, only those situated in one of IFCls member countries. Consequently,

we cannot in our early years consider financing enterprises in Canada or the

U.S.A., but we can of course in principle assist in financing Canadian-owned

enterprises in the less developed areas.

IFC will consider either the exnansion or modernization of an existing

entarprise or the creation of a new one. During its early years it will make

its investments in enterprises which are predominantly industrial, including

mining enterprises in which the prosoecting work has been done and the necessary

ore reserves have been proved.

It is prepared to consider investments in a company whose assets, after

financing, will total at least 1500,000. Its own investment will always be

less than one half of the total cost of a project, and it will expect the

sponsors of the enterorise and their associates to provide as much of the

capital as is reasonably possible. IFC 's own minimum investment in any enter-

prise will be about l100,000 and it would prefer to keep the maximum amunt of

any individual investment to something of the order of 12 million.

Essentially IFC is an investing institution and not a lending institution,

IFC will seek to make investments which will (a) help to attract private

investors to join in and (b) be sufficiently attractive to enable fFC to sel?

out to private investors if and when the venture proves successful. It will

be the objective of IFC in each case to contribute to the financing of the

enterprise on a sound basis.
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Although IM is precluded by its Charter from owning equity, its invest-

ments will not be made as conventional, fixed-interest loans. They must

take the form of loans, but they will be loans carrying some right to partici-

pate in the growth of the business. This participation may be in the form

of additional income related to earnings; or a right to convert the loan

into share capital; or both. IFC cannot itself exercise ar such conversion

rights; but purchasers fron IFC can do so -- and in this manner we exuect

to make reasonable capital gains on those investments which we are able to sell.

Having its capital in U.S. dollars, IFC in its early years will generally

prefer to make investments expressed in U.S. dollars. However, it will be

prepared to invest, at least partly, in other currencies where other factors,

including conversion rights, can reasonably be expected to outweigh the

currency risks.

Security for loan investments is less important to IFC than earning nower.

TFC does not object to other loans, bonds or mortgages, up to an anpronriate

amount, ranking in priority to its own investment.

IFC will make investments only when it is satisfied that the project has,

or will have, experienced and competent management, Although it may in

appropriate cases be willing to try to help an enterorise in finding managerial

personnel, it will not itself assume any management resonsibilities but will

expect the sponsors of the enterprise to provide the management.

IFC will seek to revolve its portfolio by selling out its investments

as soon as they prove to be successful enough to attract other private

investors.
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IFC has been in existence only ten months and has yet to comolete its

first investment. Most of the propositions which have come to us are in

preliminary form, and even with experienced sponsors it takes months to work

up to a new project in one of the less developed areas. Proposals brought

forward in a fairly advanced stage still require detailed study and investi-

gation -- as to the sponsor, his ability and experience, the background

conditions affecting the market, technical factors and so on. It is impossible

to prophesy the speed at which a project will develop, because the speed

depends so much on the degree of preparation and the quality of the prelimi-

nary studies.

Most of the 30 or 40 projects presently under active consideration by

IFC represent the fundamental industries -- forest products, textiles, cement,

mining, chemicals and engineering. There are some involving forms of manu-

facturing and processing. The sponsors come not only from the industrialized

countries, the U.S.A. and Canada and Western %rope, but also from the less

developed countries. Since forest products and mining are likely to continue

to figure prominently in our nrojects, we hope that we shall have occasion not

infrequently to cooperate with Canadian companies or Canadian consultants.

We believe that private enterprise is the most dynamic force in economic

development and that it can bring benefits not only to the owners and managers

but to the customers, and in the long term contribute to the strength and

stability of a country's economy. For these reasons it is particularly

encouraging to us to find the increased interest of private businessmen and

investors from the industrialized countries in the opportunities presented in

the less developed areas.
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But the opportunities of untapped resources, potential markets and

profits in these areas are not without their hazards. We all are familiar

with them: changes of personalities in government; widely fluctuating

currencies; unbalanced budgets; erratic administration; lack of business

tradition; laws and policies which present difficulties; nationalism

combined with a general suspicion of foreign business. There are often many

changes needed before a modern system of production and trade can function

effectively and produce the benefits which the people in the less developed

countries seek.

We believe from our experience to date - and from preliminary talks with

a wide range of industrialists and other investors from many countries - that

there is increasing realization of the possibilities and prosoects which the

growing market in a developing country offers to a bold and resourceful concern.

In many of the countries of which we are speaking, great progress has been made

in the basic utility developments which are necessary before new industries

can be expected to grow and flourish. These basic developments have been

proceeding at a growing pace, largely with public funds raised by the govern-

ments themselves internally, and often supplemented by borrowing from the

World Bank, from various forms of assistance under the U.S. Foreign Aid

Programs, and from the technical assistance activities of the United Nations.

While conditions obviously vary from country to country, I think it is broadly

true to say that in some of the less developed countries there is now appearing

a better background of basic development against which new industrial enter-

prises can be considered with reasonable confidence in their future prospects.
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It is no easy thing to set up a new enternrise in an undeveloped area

of the world. Pobody knows this better than you Canadians, who for years

have been so active and so successful in developing your own vast territories

and resources. The first essential, of course, is good olanning and competent

management. The second essential is to secure the cooperation of people in

the country of investment, including participation by local investors and the

assistance of government or regional authorities. The third is the existence

of a reasonably favorable climate for foreign private investment.

We hope that IFC, in various ways, will be of some help under all these

three headings. We get propositions from people in the less develoned

countries who may have business experience and a soundly conceived nroject

but lack experience in the narticular type of manufacturing industry on which

they propose to embark. We may be able to help them by suggesting that they

get in touch with some industrial partner in one of the more industrialized

countries who may be willing to take a minority participation and to provide

some managerial and technical help.

When approached by a company which is foreign in the sense of foreign to

the country of investment, we can sometimes suggest to them ways of finding

local investors in that country to join in with them. And we believe that

IFC, as an international institution of which the country concerned is itself

a member, will by its participation tend to encourage both foreign and local

investment. We further hope that, within limits, IFC will be able to help to

improve the investment climate in a country where improvement is needed.
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In concluasion I would like to leave two thoughts in your mind. The

first is that IFC, with a capital of less than t10Q million to be invested

in many member countries, is admittedly a pilot operation. If successful,

it may be able to increase its resources for larger operations in the years

ahead. The second is that it will only be able to increase its resources,

whether by selling its bonds on the markets of the world or by persuading

member governments to contribute further capital, if it proves itself a

success and can show, over a period of years, a reasonable profit record of

its own, and, at the same time, can help to stimulate the flow of private

capital into productive private enterprise.

In the last analysis we consider that the measure of IFC's success will

not be the amount of money which we can profitably invest ourselves, but

the extent to which our activities generate an increased flow of international

private investment from other sources.
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Address by J. 0. Beevor, Vice President
International Finance Corporation

to

Ninth Annual Virginia World Trade Conference at
Roanoke, Virginia, October 4, 1957

Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, it is a real pleasure

and a great honor to be invited to address the Ninth Annual

Virginia World Trade Conference. Indeed I would have been more

than glad to accept your invitation to be present at the earlier

stages of your Conference in the last two days, but the whole of

last week I was engaged in Washington, with many hundreds of

others, on the Annual Meetings of the World Bank, the International

Monetary Fund and the International Finance Corporation; and that

left a burden of current work to catch up with in the course of

this present week, and I could not get away from Washington until

this afternoon.

As this is a World Trade Conference, I have no doubt that

everybody present has read something about these Annual Meetings

of these three International Institutions. In fact their

proceedings are so fully reported in the press that you can

hardly help reading something about it, even if only the headlines.

But they are certainly interesting occasions. Delegations

totalling nearly 500 from 64 countries were present during most
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of last week, together with several hundred guests, mainly bankers,

industrialists, and business men. In the same hall you find the

Secretaries of Treasury or Finance NarListers and Central Bankers

of North America, Latin America, the British Commonwealth, Europe,

Africa, and Asia. The three Presidents of those institutions are

two Americans and one Swede. The Chairman of the meeting this year

was a Philippino, last year a Mexican. The Annual Meeting next year

will be held in India, in New Delhi, and the Chairman then will be

a Belgian.

The member countries include virtually the whole of the free

world,

These wide spread financial activities are of course all related

to World Trade, the subject of your own Conference. Current

trading operations are the background against which member countries

want to draw on the International Monetary Fhnd; and future trade

is likely to be affected by, among many other factors, the loans

which the World Bank makes to assist in the development of the

resources of its member countries, with the result that the less

developed countries should be enabled not only to raise the

standard of living of their peoples but also to increase their

international trade and buy more things, both capital goods and

consumer goods, from abroad.

In 1946 the World Bank and the Fund began operating. In 1947
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the Conference for European Economic Cooperation in Paris

provided a joint report on the needs of 16 countries of Western

Europe - leading to the European Recovery Program or Marshall

Plan, which thanks to the wisdom and generosity of the United

States proved to be the turning point in postwar history and

undoubtedly saved Western Europe. I well remember, 10 years ago

last month in Paris, as we came towards the end of our two months

intensive effort in preparing the arshall Plan report for

transmission to Washington, that there were hunger-marches or

bread riots which went on around the building in which we were

drafting our report, because the French harvest of 1947 had been

almost a total failure.

The fine years, during which the Virginia World Trade

Conference has been held, have seen an unprecedented recovery

and development of world trade; and the conception of these

Conferences back in 1949 is a monument to the foresight of those

who first initiated this move. This, ladies and gentlemen, is

not just a conventional compliment. The founders of this

Conference must have had a clear perception and a sure grasp of

one of the most significant trends of the postwar decade, namely

the cooperative approach to international problems of trade and

finance.



But now looking back 10 years, what a recovery has been

made from the destruction and dislocation caused by World War III

And what a tremendous advance has been achieved in this country

and elsewhere, both in the expansion of production and in the

growth and liberalization of trade. The World Bank's Annual Report

for the present year contains this paragraph -

"A remarkable upswing in world trade during the year brought

total exports to more than $95,000 million, the highest level in

history. This rise occurred in spite of the economic dislocation

caused by the closing of the Suez Canal and by the interruption

of normal pipeline supplies in the Middle East; the effects of

these disturbances were less severe and less protracted than had

been feared. Although prices of manufactured goods continued to

rise, the increase of 12 percent in the value of total exports was

mainly the result of a larger volume of goods exported. There was

a particularly rapid growth--in some cases by more than a fifth--

in the export earnings of industrialized countries. The growth

in earnings of most of the less developed countries was considerably

slower. In the aggregate their export volume increased moderately,

but the export prices of their primary products advanced on the

average only slightly, and some even declined."



Those last words refer to one of the greatest and most pressing

problems of today; the need for development of countries in Latin

America, Africa and Asia; development of the basic utilities, transport,

communications, fuel and power, and developient of agriculture,

industry and mining. Great progress has been made in the last 10

years and the World Bank and the United States Point Four or I.C.A.

programs have done much to make that progress possible. But there

remains one fact, on which stress was laid by several of the

Finance Ministers who spoke in Washington last week. In spite of

all that has been done in this field in the last 10 years the gap

between the advanced industrialized countries and the underdeveloped

countries is not narrowing but widening.

So I would like to put before you some of the thoughts on the

problems and possibilities of foreign investment, because of the

obvious connection between world trade and foreign investment. And

let ne say that by foreign investment I mean not merely foreign

investment from the United States, but foreign investment from all

the more advanced countries, which broadly means North America and

Western Europe, into the less developed countries of the world.

First of all let us look at the main features of the broad

world picture today. We are all familiar with the main reasons for

some of the changes which have happened in our lifetime. Under the

impact of scientific achievement, particularly in transport and
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communications, the world has, for human purposes, decreased

in size. People and ideas move around faster than ever before.

In the less developed areas of Latin America, in Africa, Asia

and the Middle East, hundreds of millions of people have by

various means become aware of the possibilities of a better life

than they have known before. Many new nations have achieved

independence in the 40 years since World War I; and they are now

striving to develop their resources, to establish more of the basic

facilities in transport, communications, irrigation and agricultural

improvements and also in many cases to establish new industries

and to acquire new technical and managerial skills. Their peoples

aspire to achieve in a decade more than their ancestors had

achieved in centuries.

Secondly we have witnessed, also since World War I, the

growth and emergence of an industrial empire in Russia. Soviet

Communism is continually absorbed in plans and devices for

impressing and attracting and bringing progressively, under

communist influence, many of those newly created and struggling

Countriesd ,

Thirdly the opportunities for increased trade and

investment in the less developed areas are by themselves a

stimulus for investors with initiative and imagination in the

free world. We in the industrialized countries of the free world
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have come to realize that what happens in these other areas is

bound to affect our own lives, and that the question whether their

peoples are to move onwards in an atmosphere of freedom or to slide,

slowly or suddenly, into the totalitarian orbit, is one of the most

serious questions facing us today.

Many efforts -- by individuals, governments and intergovernmental

organizations, including, of course, the United Nations -- have been

made since World War I to find ways of helping the less developed

areas. It is an enormous and complex problem -- one to which there is

no single or quick solution. But greater progress has been made in

this field in the last ten years than ever before in history.

The basic facilities must in the less developed countries be

financed in large part by governments. They require large sums of

capital, and the World Bank financing has gone primarily for the

development of these basic facilities. Today its lendings which, as

I have said, total 3 billion, have gone to help finance nearly 600

projects in 44 countries, but only about 10% of that total has gone

towards financing industrial development. The World Bank's Charter

requires it to conduct its operations so as to promote private foreign

investment. But the Charter also restricts it to lending money to

governments or lending with a governmental guarantee. So the Bank's

capacity to assist directly the development of private enterprise has

been limited by the provisions of its own Charter, though it has done

much indirectly. Moreover, the Bank provides financial assistance only

in the form of loans, whereas the development of private enterprise

frequently requires some form of venture capital.



It was out of the experience and limitations of the World Bank

that the idea grew for an International Finance Corporation which

would specifically help to finance private enterprise in the less

developed countries when the necessary capital could not be raised

wholly through normal private channels. It became clear in the last

three or four years that in the foreign field private investment was

not keeping pace with the growing volume of public investment. More-

over, in many countries of the world, after over ten years of postwar

conditions in which government aid and governmental loans tended to

play a predominant role in international investment, there has been

recently a growing recognition of the dynamic force of private initia-

tive in the field of development.

Opportunities for foreign investment have become more clearly

evident in recent years. Industrialists and financial investors in

the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom and Western Europe have

shown a growing interest. Within the last five years hundreds of

industrial corporations have been considering foreign projects for the

first time in their history.

So the need for a new type of international financial organiza-

tion became clear - one that could deal directly with private

business -- without government guarantee - and could assist private

business and capital in investment in the less developed countries.
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So this International Finance Corporation, or IFC,was established to

further economic development by promoting and encouraging the growth

of productive private enterprise in meber countries, particularly

in the less developed areas. IFC now has 53 member countries which

have subscribed $92 million to its capital.

We hope to achieve our purpose in three general ways:

By investing along with private investors - without government

guarantee - in productive private enterprise in the less developed

countries;

By serving as a clearing-house to bring together investment op-

portunities, private capital (domestic and foreign) and experienced

management; and,

By using our offices wherever possible to help improve the climate

for private enterprise and investment in member countries.

It is unique that a large number of governments spread over the

world have joined together for the purpose of helping to develop

private business. Although IFC is owned by governments, it is deal-

ing directly with private business people - thinking in their terms,

looking at their problems and respecting their confidences.

Essentially IFC is an investing institution and not a lending in-

stitution. IFC will seek to make investments which will do two things:

first, help to encourage private investors to join in the particular
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enterprise; and secondly, be sufficiently attractive to enable IFC

to sell out later on to private investors if and when the enterprise

proves successful. It will be the objective of IFC in each case to

contribute to the financing of the enterprise on a sound basis.

We believe that private enterprise is the most dynamic force in

economic development. We believe that it can bring benefits not

only to the owners and managers but to the customers, and that in

the long term it contributes to the strength and stability of an un-

developed country's economy. For these reasons it is particularly

encouraging to us to find the increased interest of private business-

men and investors from the industrialized countries in the opportu-

nities which are now presented in the growing markets of the developing

areas. The International Finance Corporation has made a start on a

modest scale. In contrast with the billions, in which we have (unfor-

tunately) become accustomed to think and speak in the field of govern-

ment finance, the IFC has in its first 12 months made five investments

totalling some $ 6 million in five enterprises whose total cost adds

up to about $35 million. But we have had a useful range and variety

in these investments, even though they are only of moderate size: In

Brazil, where power is a number 1 problem, a plant for producing

generating equipment; in Chile, a promising copper mine in an area

where employment is sadly thin; in Mexico, two projects -- a foundry

and forge shop and an aeroengine overhaul base; in Australia a
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lumber firm, which is expanding its operations in connection with

new methods of wood preservative treatment.

We have a lot more projects in various stages of "cooking", in

various parts of the world including Asia, and we hope that some of

these will see the light of day in the coming months.

Naturally the opportunities of untapped resources, potential mar-

kets and profits in these areas are not without their hazards. We

are all familiar with them: changes of personalities in government;

widely fluctuating currencies; unbalanced budgets; erratic administra-

tion; lack of business tradition; laws and policies which present

difficulties; nationalism combined with a general suspicion of foreign

business. There are often many changes needed before a modern sys-

tem of production and trade can function effectively and produce the

benefits which the people in the less developed countries seek. So

we do not think the time has yet come for the non-professional in-

vestor to venture into this particular field, unless he has some

special qualifications or special local knowledge.

We believe from our experience to date - and from preliminary

talks with a wide range of industrialists and other investors from

many countries -- that there is increasing realization of the pros-

pects which the growing market in a developing country offers to a

bold and resourceful concern. In many of the countries of which we
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are speaking, great progress has been made in the basic utility de-

velopments which are necessary before new industries can be expected

to grow and flourish. These basic developments have been proceeding at

a growing pace, largely with public funds raised by the governments

themselves internally, and often supplemented by borrowing from the

World Bank, from various forms of assistance under the U.S. Foreign

Aid Programs, and from the technical assistance activities of the

United Nations. While conditions obviously vary from country to coun-

try, I think it is broadly true to say that in some of the less de-

veloped countries there is now appearing a better background of basic

development against which new industrial enterprises can be under-

taken by competent and experienced concerns with reasonable confidence

in their future prospects.

What I have been saying is all rather solemn and serious, but

world trade and its development and financing are solemn and serious

matters.

I am not myself a trained economist, but this last summer one of

the leading economists in this country came to discuss in the World

Bank and IFC some of the problems of controlling inflation in the U.S.A.

He started by saying "I hope you will tell me if I don't speak clearly

enough. My wife always tells me that economists are a group of

gloomy guys who get together and mutter".
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Some years back -- and you will easily guess about how many years

it was - the President of the World Bank was visiting the President

of a certain Latin American republic, and was urging him to take

measures to put the finances of the country into better shape. The

President of that republic said it was not so easy. He said: "You see,

if President Truman wants to know the financial condition of the U.S.A.,

all he has to do is to press a bell and in an hour or so he has all the

figures on one sheet of paper. But, if I want to know about the state

of E country, what happena? I press the bell. What happens next?

The bell doesn't ring!"

Gentlemen, you men of business in this highly organized and wonder-

fully equipped country, may occasionally -- perhaps once a year --

find that something doesn't work as it should. But we shall all of us

do well to remeaber that in doing business in the less developed coun-

tries such incidents and mishaps occur with a far more distressing

frequency. Sometimes, as we wrestle with a project for a new enter-

prise in a far away country, we have to remind ourselves that it needs

far more patience and far more planning than the same project would

at home.

10..57



THE ROLE OF PRIVATE INVESTMENT IN A GROWING WORLD

Address by
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1. The postwar period from 1946 has seen a growth of international invest-

ment in the free world on a scale without precedent in history. There was

in 1946 a need for external financial assistance in two fields at the same

time: First, for the reconstruction of countries which as a result of World

War II had suffered physical damage or economic dislocation, or both; second,

for the economic development of many backward countries.

2. Several of these underdeveloped countries have achieved indepenlence

during this same period. They include former French territories of Morocco,

Tunisia, Vietnam and Guinea; the Netherlands East Indies, now Indonesia; no

fewer than six in the British Comonwealth, India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Burma,

Malaya and Ghana; and others with such varied backgrounds as Syria, Lebanon,

Israel, the Sudan and the Philippines. All these new countries have to grapple

with the problems of self-government, education, fiscal policies and economic

development. They have to do so in a world which, for many reasons, is more

interdependent and more rapidly changing than ever before, and at the same

time is exposed to the disturbance and intriguesof communist aggression.

3. There is another and larger category of underdeveloped countries, whose

nationhood and independence date back to much earlier times but which for

various reasons have failed hitherto to find their way into the main stream

of economic advance. Countries such as Turkey, Iran, Thailand, Ethiopia and
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many of the Latin American republics, have a much longer history as inde-

pendent nations, but they still have to wrestle with much the same problems

as those which face the new countries.

4. The task of reconstruction after World War II has been largely com-

pleted, but the task of assisting the development of the underdeveloped

countries continues and is of growing importance. The reconstruction of

Europe, as everyone knows, was made possible by the stimulus of generous and

well-directed U.S. aid under the Marshall Plan. The International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development, which had been conceived in 1944 partly for

such a purpose, only opened its doors in 1946 and it used a large part of

the limited resources then available to it for some reconstruction loans in

Western Europe. But the World Bank's function since 1949 has been financing

development, mainly in Latin America, Africa, Asia and Australia. The total

of its loans to date is now over $4.3 billion dollars, and it has raised

over $2.5 billion dollars from private investors by selling its bonds in

the markets of North America and Western Europe.

5. During the same period the United States Foreign Aid program has been

operating separately on a bilateral basis and on an increasing scale. It

has been stimulated partly by the recognition of the urgent need for speed-

ing up economic progress in the rest of the free world, and recently it has

been further stimulated by the desire to keep ahead of the efforts which

the Soviet bloc has been making in the last four years to gain footholds in

the developing countries.

At present outstanding, $1.8 billion.
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6. I have sketched this outline of some facts, which in themselves are

familiar to us all, as background to our subject today - "The Role of

Private Investment in a Growing World". I am proposing to discuss only

the role of private investment in the underdeveloped countries, which is

the field in which the International Finance Corporation is beginning to

build up its operations.

7. The World Bank is an international governmental institution designed

to help develop the economies of its member countries. The United States

plays a major part in it, both by the large contribution of the U.S. Govern-

ment and by the growing support of private investors who buy the World Bank's

bonds. But the Bank can, under its Charter, lend only to governments or

with a Covernment guarantee. Its Charter indeed contains a provis-In that

it shall conduct its operations so as to assist the growth of private enter-

prise; but, while this provision is constantly and earnestly borne in mind,

its operations are on the governmental level and the possibilities of the

Bank's direct contribution to private investment and private enterprise are

inevitably somewhat restricted.

8. The U.S. Foreign Aid Program, administered by the International Coopera-

tion Administration, is also primarily on a governmental level; it operates

on a bilateral basis and implements the U.S. policy of helping and strength-

ening the recipient country. The ICA likewise is under a directive to as-

sist private enterprise in certain ways, whenever practicable, but its own

operations have been primarily on a government basis.

9. Now today in 1959 the position broadly is this. During the last de-

cade the industrialised countries of North America and Western Europe have



progressed and prospered and built up their productive capacities at a rate

never before achieved in history. The more backward countries have for the

most part also made good progress, but at a much slower rate, and even this

progress has been offset by immense population increases. Consequently, the

gap between the two has widened, not narrowed. The needs of the developing

countries for the basic utilities, mostly in the public sector, are con-

sequently growing greater, not less. The capital of the World Bank is now

in process of being doubled. The demands on the resources of the ICA are

increasing, not diminishing. The basic things, for which the money is

needed, are absolute essentials for speeding up the progress of these under-

developed countries and for making possible the growth of private enterprise

and private investment. Transport and communications, light and power,

irrigation, flood control, water supply, housing, hospitals and schools -

all these are things whose absence retards or deters private enterprise.

10. There are of course some exceptions. The copper companies in Chile and

Rhodesia or the corporations in search of oil and bauxite and other minerals

may in certain places and over a certain period afford to build their own

roads, housing estates, hospitals and schools in the remote areas in which

they have to work; but they have only been able to do so because of the

scale and profitability of their operations which depend on the export mar-

ket, meaning the demand for these minerals in the industrialized countries.

These are the giant extractive industries who have succeeded while many others

have failed. But the more normal case is the new pulp mill or cement or

chemical plant starting in a backward area of Latin America or Asia to satisfy

a local domestic market, usually with a minimum of capital, which has been
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scraped together with difficulty. This kind of private industrial enter-

prise is in a very different position. The extra capital required to pro-

vide roads, power, water or housing, in addition to the cost of the indus-

trial plant and working capital, may and often does make the project un-

economic or even impracticable.

11. But it is precisely this kind of private industrial enterprise which

is needed to exploit and process and make profitable use of the natural re-

sources of a country. Without a growing and productive private enterprise,

all the money spent by governments on the basic utilities is not going to

produce the full economic benefits which it could and should.

12. So it may be interesting to note at this point two features or trends

which may throw some light forward into the future. First, some actions

which the governmental institutions, World Bank and ICA, have been taking

to stimulate private enterprise in the developing countries as a prodact or

by-product of their own operations in the public sector; second, the growing

awareness of the vital importance of private enterprise and private invest-

ment as the means of solving the pressing problems of the developing coun-

tries if they are to remain, or become, prosperous and effective units of

the free world.

13. The World Bank can provide direct loans for private enterprise only

where a guarantee from the government of the member country concerned is

available. Two wellknown recent examples have been World Bank loans to the

two privately owned steel works in India, Tata Iron & Steel and Indian Iron

& Steel; these two have been doubling their steel capacity at the same

time as the Indian Government was planning three new state-owned steel
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works. But the Indian Government was prepared to give its guarantee for

these World Bank loans. The main need, however, has been for loans in

foreign exchange for private industrial enterprises of a smaller size.

One of the best means open to the orld Bank of meeting this need has been

to assist in the establishment of a local development bank, preferably

with capital privately subscribed, managed on private businesslike lines,

and with some special financial backing, usually a World Bank line of

credit in foreign exchange, plus a long-term deferred loan from the local

government in its own currency. The ICA has sometimes joined in this type

of operation by making counterpart funds available in cooperation with the

local government. Local institutions of this kind, called development banks

or industrial credit and investment corporations, have been set up in Turkey,

Ethiopia, India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Malaya, and are currently being set up

in Iran and Thailand. They are privately owned, though with government

backing, and their object is to provide investment capital for private in-

dustry.

14. The World Bank was also instrumental in promoting the formation of the

International Finance Corporation. This is another international govern-

mental institution which is affiliated to the World Bank. IFC's function

is to provide - without any government guarantee - financial assistance for

productive private enterprise in the less developed countries and generally

to help stimulate the flow of private capital. Thus, IFC operates in the

field of private enterprise in association with private investors, though

its capital - at present $93 million plus reserves - has been provided by

its member governments.
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15. The ICA has this year established an Office of Private Enterprise; the

objects of this new office are to ensure that private enterprise gets a

real chance to play an effective part in any U.S.A foreign aid program for

which ICA funds are used; to ensure that private enterprise channels are

explored and identified and used at a sufficiently early stage; that the

contribution, which it can make in a given program, is understood in all

sections of the ICA, including its foreign missions; in other words, to see

to it that private enterprise is brought into action effectively, whenever

it is practicable. This seems an admirable forward step. But this new

Office of Private Enterprise has not an easy task. It needs much knowledge

and patience and pertinacity to bring to the right firms at the right time

the opportunities for private enterprise action. This new office is asking

Congress for a $5 million Investment Incentive Fund for use in stimulating

both U.S. private investment and the growth of local private business.

They hope to start by publishing reports on the economies of specific pro-

jects, their technical feasibility and profit outlook, local taxes, duties,

markets and labor. U.S. firms should be able to ask this Fund to finance

detailed investigations of specific new ventures, having high priority

value for the country concerned.

16. Another useful measure in the same field is the formation in the Bureau

of Foreign Commerce of an Industrial Development Division. This new division

will help to bring more effectively to the notice of U.S. business and in-

dustry opportunities in particular fields of foreign investment.

LI See Business International, May 8, 1959, p. 5
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17. Thus, action is now being taken in the United States to stimulate pri-

vate investment in the underdeveloped countries. Germany is another case.

Dr. Erhardt, the Minister of Economics, since his visit to India in October

1958, on the occasion of the Annual Meetings of the Monetary Fund-World Bank-

IFC, has been encouraging German businessmen, bankers and industrialists, to

speed up investment abroad. German private investment may now be expected to

supplement and indeed to stimulate Germany's main foreign commercial activi-

ties, namely, the export of capital goods and the provision of export credits.

In IFC we have already made two investments in enterprises where German ca-

pital was participating, and we have some others under study.

18. In the British Commonwealth, private investors in the United Kingdom are

a continuous source of private investment for most of the Commonwealth coun-

tries, though the amount varies a good deal from year to year. Outside the

Sterling Area, U.K. investment since the war has been limited by exchange

control regulations. IFC has so far made six investments in the British

Commonwealth - two in India, two in Pakistan and two in Australia - and

several others are under study.

19. French private investment abroad, outside the French overseas territories,

has likewise been limited by exchange control. But the improvement in the

economic situation, since General de Gaulle assumed power last year, is likely

to step up French industrial investment abroad to a considerable extent. IFC

made one investment last year in Brazil in association with a European group

including a first-class French company (Lafarge Cement). At that time, owing

to exchange control, Lafarge was not able to make any substantial investment

and was initially limited to providing managerial and technical services.
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But it will probably be completing arrangements in the near future for a

substantial investment in this Brazilian project.

20. Let us now consider briefly a few matters relevant to U.S. private

investment abroad. In so doing, I propose to leave aside the large and

growing U.S. investments in Canada, U.K. and Western Europe, and to consider

only the underdeveloped countries; and also to leave aside the big oil com-

panies and big mining companies whose investment represents a large part of

total U.S. private investment in those countries.

21. There is a clear distinction between two sources of investment capital,

(i) industrial capital; (ii) financial capital, and we have to look at them

separately.

22. The industrial investor ventures into a new country to win a market for

his local products or to protect an existing market which he might otherwise

lose as a result of tariffs or import duties on his imported products. He

is usually taking a long view and he is primarily looking for a growth

situation rather than for a given return on his investment in the early

years. His investment will usually take the form of equity. He usually

has an organization or local business contacts which will enable him to

study and appraise local conditions and markets. Above all, apart from

special local conditions, he will be operating in a field which he knows,

his own business or industry.

23. But even so, he often needs some encouragement to venture into an

underdeveloped country for the first time: same local partners with local

capital; possibly some long-term institutional capital or loans, either from

a development bank in local currency or perhaps from IFC in dollars or other

foreign currency; he may want some tax concessions in the country concerned;

and one day he may even get some tax concessions at home when he has foreign
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profits to repatriate. But the industrial investor, who does need help and

encouragement in these ways, now has an increasingly good chance of obtain-

ing it. The framework and the institutional mechanism are improving all the

time in many countries; and we believe the improvement in recent years has

been much greater than could have been anticipated.

24. Let us now consider the financial investor or portfolio investor, in-

terested in openings in the less developed countries. This is a different

creature from the industrial investor. It is normally an individual with

some capital to spare for ventures which offer a yield proportionate to the

risks; or else it is a specialized institution set up by some banking or in-

vestment group. A useful list of such institutions was published recently

in Business International.

25. The financial investor has some problems which do not confront the in-

dustrial investor. He seldom, if ever, has the time or resources to inves-

tigate the merits of investment in a project in Latin America or Africa or

Asia. He seldom, if ever, has a local organization or representative to

watch his interests after he has made an investment. Even if the security

in which he invests is listed on a local stock exchange, he cannot expect to

get the same information and analytical help which he can easily get in the

case of a U.S. listed security. So he will probably make an investment only

on the strength of a name on which he can rely: either a local group of

proved reputation or an industrial investor, well known to him, such as an

experienced U.S. company.

26. The financial investor, making his first investment in an underdeveloped

country which is new to him, generally seems to avoid the risk of equity.
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He usually prefers some form of dollar debenture or note, carrying a fixed in-

terest plus some stock option, so that he has a right at maturity to get his

money back in his own currency. This is also the normal pattern which IFC

follows. We are prohibited by our Charter from investing in stock; but we

insist on something additional to a conventional fixed interest loan, either

a stock option or a profit participation or a combination of the two.

27. In our first two and a half years of operations we have been selecting

projects which seemed likely to prove profitable to investors as yell as con-

tribute to the economic development of the country concerned. So we have

spent much time and effort in careful investigation of the background of each

project, markets, quality and depth of management, and all the usual technical

and commercial aspects. We have spent, as we should, a lot of money on foreign

travel and the use of specialized consultants. Our management and staff (still

small in number, less than 30) have visited over 25 underdeveloped countries in

the last twelve months; and some countries such as India, Pakistan, Mexico,

Chile and Brazil, have been visited several times. So far we have made invest-

ments in 16 enterprises totalling nearly $15 million in 8 countries: Australia,

Brazil, Chile, El Salvador, Guatemala, India, Mexico and Pakistan. The total

amount of the investment commitments is of moderate size because we are not

making very large investments; but for every dollar of IFC money $3.00 have

been invested by private investors in these enterprises. Consequently, our

results to date indicate that an investment by IFC helps to make possible

projects which were short of finance and helps to stimulate the flow of pri-

vate capital, whether industrial or financial.

28. Financial investors with whom we have been in touch, both in the U.S.A.

and Europe, seem to welcome the prospect of cooperating with IFC, and they
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have two main reasons for doing so, apart from the fact that it is an inter-

national institution and is affiliated to the World Bank. First, that we

are trying to build up a reputation for thorough investigation of projects

and for working out investment terms which are realistic in relation to the

risks; secondly, that we are able and willing to meet the expense involved

in investigating projects which may or may not mature, whereas the average

financial investor naturally wants to avoid preliminary expenses which may be

unproductive. Another material point is that the study of conditions, local

corporate and investment laws, and selection of competent local advisers in

the legal or accountancy fields is quite a problem; and it takes time and

experience, which means a certain amount of trial and error, before one can

set about investigating, with reasonable confidence, projects in a far away

country. We hope that we are making good progress in that direction in a

fair number of the underdeveloped countries, and that we can progressively

offer to financial investors the benefit of this experience, if they are in

principle willing to consider an investment in a sound project in an under-

developed country.

29. We hope that we can help in these ways the financial investors who are

considering foreign investment, as well as being of help to those industrial

investors who are prepared to set up a foreign operation but do not wish to

provide the whole of the necessary capital. I do not think I need say more

about the importance of private enterprise and private investment in the

field of economic development, except to repeat a fact which is well known

but sometimes overlooked in governmental circles, and that is that foreign

private investment in an underdeveloped country has two special advantages

as compared with governmental aid. It carries with it managerial and tech-

nical know-how, which should be a permanent asset of growing value to the
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host country. Secondly, the success of one private enterprise in a

foreign country will attract more private capital, foreign and local,

into productive industry. If the flow of private capital can be

stimulated on sound lines it has an immense role to play in bridging

the gap between the advanced industrialized countries and the rest of

the free world.

5/29/59
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-am apeakin4, for ITIC, the Intern&ationa-l Fnn Carporatian. ItM Cajdttl

is subscribed 1W 59 member oountries. w-,ne them are the United Kingdom and
the hetherland-. It is affiliated to Vhe World ?W*k Its Ajoctivas arc to

a sou d and profitable investments in private enterprise in thi less developed
countries and therby to encourage the all-important flow of private capital
into produativo industry.

This isvmt&nit uf 41 millin in the Kilombero saugr project in Tan4-trika
is 1YC?'a firet invectment in Afrioa. We believe it to be a sound and well
conceived project; we hope it will be a stimulting oxnaple of international
cooperation hn the developmwnt aud economio -rowth of a country which urgwntly
needs to deVolop its reouresn. TangmrVi~k is &dvancing rapidl, towards
i"opatuieno Its governcnt and peoples, including the Africau leader
Mr. Julius MYervr, are settinC a fine exmje of mnlightend ap,,roaah to their
task. If a Gomtry at tAis stage of development shows good seize and a capacity
for order, it has laid the foundations for political stability and 0oonomic
-rowth. It can then seek funds from international institutions; it Ola hope
to attract foreign capital :rxd foreign experience in the maneent of industry.
It oan also hope to eancourrge its asW 900J."S to inwnAt their savingb in produCtiV
private enterprise so thjA they rm a Xial wnd persunal interuct and a share
in ownerehip. This encpuraejn st 1CxM1 4rivate oaital is vital for MW
developi country in the free

TIs Ulonbero qu,,ar project is Ulrng financed tW Lb",q0 of Briih
capital from the CDC and 500,000 etbwlandu capital in addition to IC'a

contribution. nd a nurth r 70),000 Is to be raised by Affering Convertible
Preference Shres to the publio in leanyika. Time will show ow good the
public raponsa will be; but tkis Mg0,0 is aaured because the issue is being
subscribed in Lndon y the Colo A . Uvtlopmant Corporation tnd the Standard
Bank.

This 63 million project has been undcr ;tudf for a considerable time.
We all believe that it will help in the developmwnt f T'anganika, and -ill

help the cause of private investwent, both local and foreign. Ie further hope
that it will ; xove what wan be achieved bgr the cooperation of Iaol and foreign
inveutore, with experiunced businessa axcn+ in combining paAftsble
investment with sound development of natural resources.

We, the International Finance Corporation, particularly wish to express our

admiration and respect for the far--sighted action of the = and the Standard Bank

in underwriting this large F 'O,0-0 capital issue. Tha sro doing it in order to

give Tanganyikan investors, Africana, Asians and EuropeM*$ the opportunity of
investing in this big Tanganyikan project. This bold Motift by CDC and the

Standard Bwnk has made possible the fina~cing of this preoct on a sound basis and

is on- of it. most important

We also wish to pay tribute to the work of Mr Erust van Teghen, a Netherlands

business an resident in Tanganyika. In preparing this project and enlisting the
support and interest of the investors and governments concerned and the representa-

tives of the Tanganyikan comsmnities, he has shewn the greatest energy and tenacity
and he deserves high credit for an outa+=nding achievement which has involved over
three years of work.
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It is an honor to be invited to discuss before this distinguished

gathering of businessmen the role of private investment in economic

development.

One special factor, which has become highly significant since World

War II, has been the organized financing of government enterprises and

private enterprises in the developing countries by the use of public funds.

These public funds may be in local currency from the local government, or

they may be in foreign exchange from international lending institutions,

especially the World Bank, or from national institutions in the industri-

alized countries.

The World Bank, established fourteen years ago in 1946, and the

International Development Association, established in 1960, are the two main

international institutions organized by governments to provide development
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financing for governments. In addition, big contributions may come through

special forms of cooperative action, such as the Colombo Plan in South Asia

since 1953, and the assistance being provided for the extensive Indus Basin

project by several governments as well as the World Bank itself.

By far the larger part of this governmental financing goes to the

public sector to improve the basic services: transport, communications,

irrigation and electric power. The demand for external finance for these

basic services is growing rapidly.

But some part of these public funds goes to the private sector.

Private industrialists naturally hope to get the benefit of these funds,

which are available on relatively cheap terms because they are backed by

government credit. But only a few receive this benefit. The needs of

private industry in the developing countries for new capital must in the

long run be financed mainly by private investment capital.

In the industrialized countries in the free world the growth of

industry has, with few exceptions, been made possible by the savings of

private investors. Most business grows from its own retained earnings;

but accelerated growth has been possible only by attracting the private

savings of individuals or institutions in the field of industrial investment.

Of course in certain countries and over certain periods public funds

have been directed into industry by governments for a number of reasons:

- to help the economy in times of depression

- to stimulate a new industry of national importance

- to acquire control over a particular sector of the economy.



But in the free world these cases are the exceptions. The broad

rule has been that industrial and commercial enterprises have grown most

rapidly when private savings have been available from outside sources and

could be attracted into productive private enterprise.

I believe it is important to distinguish between two types of invest-

ment capital: first is business capital, meaning the funds which businessmen

put into enterprises which they themselves manage and control; second is

financial capital, those savings which seek sound and profitable investment

without sharing in management. Financial capital is free to choose among

many types of business, and between enterprises in its own country or in a

foreign country.

Business capital normally operates only in the field with which its

owners are familiar as managers. When it ventures into a foreign market,

business capital does so for commercial reasons, such as the search for raw

materials and cheaper labor, and above all the building up of markets.

Financial capital, however, is quite different in its motives and

methods. It seeks companies which are well managed and have established

proper accounting methods and sound financial policies. It may be prepared

to accept modest yields in the early years in return for substantial capital

profits later on. It is obviously influenced by the prospects of an income

high enough to compensate for the risks of investing in a foreign country,

about which the financial investor often is not well informed. He also

wants to be able to sell his investment, to find a buyer at a price which

has a reasonable relation to its value. This means that financial capital



can more easily be encouraged to invest in a foreign enterprise if there

exists a local capital market where investments are bought and sold in a

competent and orderly manner.

It is in the interest of every developing country first that private

industry and commerce shall grow on as broad a front as the resources of

the country permit, and second, that industrial units shall grow from

small beginnings to a size which is economic and profitable under the

conditions of the 19601. Thus, in every forward-looking and developing

country there will continue to be a growing need for private financial

capital, both local and foreign.

Let us now consider the form in which private capital may be avail-

able. Many developing countries now possess substantial sources of public

funds, local or foreign. Admittedly these are never equal to the demand

but they are becoming available in greater volume. But almost all these

public funds are made available in the form of loans. Loans have to be

repaid and, with certain special exceptions, the loans made by interna-

tional or foreign public institutions have to be repaid in foreign exchange.

In the private sector of every developing country the greatest need is

venture capital; by venture capital I mean share capital, which takes the

long-term risks of the business and does not involve an obligation to

repay. And this type of capital in the financial world is the scarcest

commodity, particularly when it is required for investment in a new pro-

ject in a foreign country.

The first obvious source of venture capital is the business capital

of local businessmen; but, even if they have substantial resources in



their own currencies, there may be a need for equity capital in foreign

exchange to purchase equipment or services from abroad. Another source

is the foreign business capital, which a foreign company will contribute

when it is entering into a partnership with a group of local businessmen.

But up to now in most developing countries there has been a great

shortage of financial capital, which shares the risks and rewards of the

venture. To encourage the flow of this type of capital there must exist

an investment climate which is reasonably favorable. This phrase "invest-

ment climate", much in use these days, includes

- An encouraging attitude on the part of the government

towards private enterprise.

- Reasonable and intellig~le laws regulating companies,

taxation, exchange control and other investment

matters.

- Sound accounting practices and competent professional

advice.

The climate is, of course, greatly improved if there is a capital market

which mobilizes local savings into productive industry, and an organized

stock exchange which enables the investor to sell at a fair price when

he decides to do so.

The International Finance Corporation, for which I am speaking

today, is affiliated with the World Bank. By its Charter IFC invests in

productive private enterprises in association with private investors. One

of its most important objectives is to encourage the flow of private capital



and to sell out its own investments to private investors whenever it can

do so on reasonable terms. It is the only international institution designed

exclusively to operate in the field of private investment.

IFC came into existence 4 years ago. We now have 59 member

countries with subscribed capital of 97 million. Thus far IFC has made

36 investments in 17 countries. These investments have helped finance a

wide variety of projects as you will note in the IFC documents available

to you. Of the 36 enterprises in which we have invested 20 are locally

owned; 11 are ventures of joint, local and foreign, ownership; and only 5

are subsidiaries of foreign firms.

The majority of IFC investments has been in Latin America. This

is not due to our design, but more projects have come to us from Latin

America, reflecting the business and investment activity in that area.

At present IFC's investment commitments in Asia are: two in Pakistan;

and others in India, Iran and Thailand. In an effort to stimulate more

investment proposals from the Asian and the Far Eastern countries we

have had staff representatives visiting in this region during the past

year. I hope.that my own visit here and the contacts made will farther

establish IFC as a source of capital for private enterprise in your

countries.

Under its Charter IFC is prohibited from equity investments, that

is investments in capital stock. For this reason our investments are

intermediate between loans and share canital. They are not restricted

to financing the purchase of foreign equipment or other fixed assets

but are available for providing permanent working capital. But considering
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the pressing need for more equity capital, we have proposed this year to

our member countries that IFC's Charter be changed, so as to permit IFC to

invest in capital stock. These proposals are being considered by our 59

member countries and we hope that in the course of 1961 IFC may be able to

use both of the established forms of investment, namely, loans and equity

investment.

If this power is given to us, the way will be open for IFC, even

with its present modest resources, to make a much larger contribution in

the field of private industrial enterprise. We have seen many cases where

a project had good commercial prospects but the proposed capital structure

was unsound. Because of inability to raise enough equity capital there was

no sound base to support the loans or suppliers' credits needed to purchase

foreign equipment and services.

If our Charter is amended we shall be free to strengthen the capital

structure of enterprises in which we invesqt by making part or even all of

an investment in capital stock. Two other important fields will then also

be open: the provision of equity capital for well-managed private develop-

ment corporations and the underwriting of capital issues in local markets.

There are in Asia several development corporations or industrial

investment institutions, which are privately owned or managed, but enjoy

government support and sponsorship. They exist in Pakistan, Ceylon, India,

Iran, Malaya, Thailand and Turkey. Several of them have received loans or

lines of credit in foreign exchange from the World Bank or the U. S. Develop-

ment Loan Fund or other sources. The World Bank credits to these institutions

total over $75 million to date. Their equity capital has been contributed by



local investors and in some cases partly by foreign institutions, which

were interested in the cause of promoting private investment. But most of

them need or soon will need more equity capital. The International Finance

Corporation may be able to help these national institutions by contributing

some equity capital when the IFC Charter is amended.

These institutions are able to underwrite capital issues in the

sense of guaranteeing the subscriptions of debentures or shares within the

limits of their own resources. Hitherto it has been impossible for IFC to

underwrite share issues because it cannot itself subscribe shares. But

with an amended Charter we shall be better able to collaborate in this

important work by underwriting capital issues of private industrial com-

panies in Asia and elsewhere.

All of us who work in this field often ask ourselves the question

to what extent the flow of private capital is increasing and how far it

can help in the urgent role of economic development. This is obviously

difficult to measure; but it can be said that in some countries of Asia,

foundations have been laid and results are already or will soon be visible.

But far more is needed. May I in conclusion sum up some of the main

features of the present situation.

- Loans from public sources, national and international, have
become available on an increasing scale.

- Most of these public loans go to the public sector. A small
part goes to the fortunate few in the private sector.

- The volume of public funds for the private sector will only
cover a small part of the increasing demands.

- Private capital is needed on a growing scale to promote the
growth of private enterprises; and much more foreign private
capital is needed in view of the rising costs of capital goods.
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- Business capital, local and foreign, has shown a marked
growth, wherever the investment climate is favorable.

- But financial capital, local and foreign, has not yet
begun to be mobilized on the scale which is both neces-
sarw and possible.

- The investment climate has improved in many of the
developing countries; but it needs further improvement.

- National development corporations, with foreign and
international support, are becoming a major weapon in
the armory of development; and, given sound management
and more equity capital, they should be a great force
for the future.

- There is a growing need for more equity capital, to be
raised both from local and foreign sources.

- Capital markets have not grown as fast as needed and
their encouragement, both by governments and institu-
tions, is vital for the whole process of economic
development of free societies.

We in the International Finance Corporation believe that private

industrial growth is the most dynamic force for progress in the developing

countries. We are seeking to assist in the growth of sound private enter-

prise and in the flow of private investment capital. Wherever possible we

shall do our best to help improve the climate for private enterprise and

investment in the developing countries of the free world.
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I think I can beat oxpain the International Finance Corporation by

starting to say that, although it is an intermatica institution, it is

very different both from the Fund and from the Bank. It is different

both in its purposes and its ethods of oeration, and, of oouraw , parti-

oularly diftrent in its aim.

The Fund and the Bank each have many billiom or thauands of millions

of dollars at their disposal. In the ce. of tV Fund, as you know, it

omae entirely from goweraontal sourcesl In the case of the Bank, partly

from govrmmt subsoriptim and to a very large extent ales from borrav1sg

of the capital markete of te worldi bet bet of then we operating with

billions of dollars, with f =do which are suffidient by th.mlves to wake

a real impact on the problms af eanoic development.

InF is different# sman other things, in the fact that it has relatively

a very sml capital and that this fund wicioh we have is of little use by

itself. With $100 million wih we our preseat resources, it is obvious

that nobody with tha anoat of money can make a very great contribution to

my of the problems of economic development, even if you take only the

private sector and only the problem of industrial developnent, which it is

our policy to help to fester. And to undwrstand about IFC at all, I think

the first thing is to realise that it has this relatively small capital

and, by using it, it hopes to help stinlate the flow of private capital,

local and f Weipn. Therefore it is not snough by itas*f to make a signi-

ficant Impact but if it n be operated so that for every dollar of IFG

money 3 or 4* ow possibly 10, dollars of other marAy flus into productive

private enterprise, then it is procdiing, or mVq praiuoe, a worthwhile effect.



It so happom that we have recently been going throngh certain changes,

both in our Charter, and oaasequentally in our policies and our publisad

literature is in the process of being revised, so I thought it might heip

to give you this short statement ilch indicates wat ow present position

and policies are.

The IFC assista in financing productive private enterprises in the lss

developed member countries. Its financing is made in association with

private investors, and withot gwernment guarantee of repayment,in eases

where sufficient private capital is not available on reasonable terms.

IFC was established in July 196, just over fiu years age, as an inter-

national investment inatiution with an authorized capital of $100 million

S-wich $96.3 million has been paid by 61 mouber governments. Being an

affiliate of the International Bans, the World Bank, 1FC is partially in-

tegrated with the Bank and makes use of ertain services which te World

3ank provides. Imbership is open to all governments which are mbers

of the lank; Esseuve dlxectore of te Bank iht am appointed or elected

by govrnment hiceh are members of IFCt serve also as tFC Directrs.

Tor sresident of the iak serves also as Chair an of the Board of fFC

and, since LCetober 1961, he has aliso been the ?resident of IFC. 1FC can

make lamn or inmestments only in mwaber countries and only as a matter

of Polizy in the leas developed countriej. An 1xportant anendmant :in its

Charter, affected in September, 1961, awbls IFV' to invest in Wsital stock

w- shares in &ddition to making loans. It can now operat,, more effectively

as an investment inotituion with powers to provide lNg-tarm fiiancng,

usually in a combination of loans and equity capital, so as to meet the needs

of each enterprise for a sound capital structure. It aim at sharing tke

risks and rewards of each venture in appropriate degree. Its objective is



alway, to "U to private iUvestors all or parts of its investawnets hen it

ts possible to do so on satisfactory twims, so as to promote the flow of

private capital, local or foreign, into productive enterprise. For this

remai, EFC does not provide finance sole2V in the form of conventional

fixed interest loam. IFC san now also invest in the ap ital of private

development banks or simlar investment inatitu tions, wilh are financing

sound private industrial development in their own cuantries. In addition

to any such investments from its own fund, ZFC Is now "ctine on behalf

oft and in conjunction with, the World dank both In assistng in the establish-

miyt of now developxwnt banks and in appraIeing and nmgotiating loans or

lines of credit which the orld 3@nk may &rant to a developmnt bank with

a giernnmet guarantea. It is also now possible for IFO to underrite, or

guarantee, the subscription of capital issies of shares or securities and

thereby assist the growth of capital markets in devalopiig mambr countries.

As a result of its Cbarter smn="m, permitting equitv investient,

and as a reslt of the decision by the President of the World 3ank and ITC

that IFC should undertake, on behalf of both institutioas, responsibilities

in the field of privately operated development bank financiig, IFC has nre

now activities to perform. It will @ontiUe its direct intestmnts in the

industrial enterprises and its efforts to enocur&ge the flow of private

capital by securing private participation or purhasers for those invest-

ments. In addition, it can now begin to operate in close cooperation with

the World Bank as a source of finance and advice for development banks in

mmer oumtries and also as a sores of assistance, when needed, in under-

writing or &uaranteeing cpital issues in the developing countries. Both

these new activities can contribute to the promotion and growth of capital

market.. IUC is reorgantsing and Inoreasig its staff for the achievement



of these purposes.

Now that, I thinic, gives you a bVcad picture of what 1FC ean do today

and what it is trying to do. Until last year, when we were able to obtain

the approval of 60 mmbr genmrrste - which is quite an achieement -

to an amendment in our Charter, we were restriated since formation in 1956

to making loans. But we wmv sapposed to make loans in a form *bich would

be attractive for resale to private Investors, the object being, as I amid

earlier, to premote the flow of private cepital and therefore to make in-

vestments in a form %ich would be saleable to private investors. Naturally,

it ws difficult to do that in the form of a loan and beoause, in order to

interest private investors, particularly in new enterprises, you have to

ive them sme right to share in the remards of incmess, and you am seldom

able to get normal private investars to go into r-- ventures simply in ro-

turn for a couaentional loan at a fixed rate of interest. Consequaftay,

in our early days we were considerably restricted by this prohibition in

our Charter against makin investments in eaq form of shares and we were in

eftet sent into the world as an internatienal investment institution but

deprived of the power to make the most familiar and well-es *Washod farm

of investemamt,, namely an Investamnt in shares.

As you will see from what I have sai 1FC in its nature is not intended

to be a perment investar, If we rake an investment in a sa.esful enter-

prise and It proves to be very profitable, we are not intending to huld that

for any years and make a large profit. As soon as we oan sell it off to

profit investors, on term which we regard as satisfactory, our policy and

practice to to do so. We have already, in the course of 1961, succeeded

in selling four of our Investintes completely to private investors, In each

case at a profit *ich we regarded as reasonable, and so in those few cases
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we helped to get an enterprise started, we helped to make it possible

for other investors to contribute to that enterprise and we were able to

sell out because the businesses had been a eoces. In the course of

that and as a result of our incon from imvestmrnts, we have so far been

able to build up roserves aaantin_ to somwhat more than $10 million,

and you need reserves in this dusiness. It is, I think, obvious that the

business in wich IFC is angaged is obvioualy a eneh more risky and diffi-

cult busxags3 than what the Bank or the Fund are doing. In esahcse they

are dealing with goverments or, in the *ase of the ank, they may be making

some of their loans to brromrs who are not gavernmnta, but always with a

governmnt guarantee. IFC, on the contrary, is prohibited by its Charter

from accepting a govwwmrnt puarantee. Its duty is to aske investmnte in

the sam way as an adventurous and intelligent prtvate investor would do

and to do it without a goverment guarsntes.

As roards types of enterprisep, our policy, which of course is laid
down by the Board of rectors representing our 61 meer countries, at
present and until further notice is to invest in predominantly industrial
enterprises. We have not, for exaple, made investments in building, or
real estate, in purely agricultural enterprises or in Minly distributive

or omercial enterprises. The reason for this choice has be.n that an

dstial enterprise is more or less the 0e problem in all countries of
the world. You may have special local problems about raw materials and
markets and coinuniaation and so forth, but still a ocasnt Plant is essentially
the a.m kind of operation whether it is in the United States, or aer ,
or India, Brazil and a cement plant is soanting which is familiar to

private inestors, and if they are satisfied that a cment coapany is set
up on sound linus, that it has got the nocssary reores of limestm
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and clay, and that it has been equipped with well-established and well

selected equipment, and that it is managed by competent people, if

there is a market in that country, that is an enterprise in which a private

investor should be willing to invest. And, in the same way, as you go

across the list, whether it is chemicals or engineering or forent products,

or mining, most of these enterprises are something which are familiar to

private investors and are substantially the same in their problems in all

countries of the world, and we therefore considered when IC was started

in 1956 that to concentrate on industrial investaent would probably be the

beast way of achieving IFC's main purpose, which is to promote the flow of

private capital: in other words, that it would be easier by concentrating

on industrial enterprises both to encourage private capital to come in with

us at the beginning and also at a later stage to find private investors who right

be interested in buying IFC'a invest-ants when the enterprise proved a success,

Sise of enterprise is, of course, always a subject for discussion. We

have often been asked to make investments of small amounts in mall enter-

prises and it is really not possible to do that economically or effectively

all over the world. The development of snall business, or small enterprises,

is one of the most important things in any developing country, but I think

experience has shown that it must be done by some investment institution or

some organization in the country; it cannot be done at 5,000 or 10,000

miles range,from an international institution. I may say that the develop-

mant banka,which play a big part in our lives and I think are in many

countries making a most valuable contribution, most of them operating only

in their own country, feel that they themselves have certain lover limits.

They cannot afford the manpower and time involved in investigating and

negotiating very sall investments in very amall enterprises, and I think



in most countries there is a case for a specialised maIl business

adminiatrat'on. some four years ago nir, we had a meeting in Washington

of the managers of about twelve developuent banks from at least three

continents and twelve different countries, and although t,'L ir practice

varied, most of them had certain lower limits w ich were not very different

from what we have observed in IC, and there was oily one which seemed to

have a special device vrich was particularly useful for dealing with small

businesses. This was the Nacional 7inanciera of Mexico, which, in

addition to its normal funds for investing in large projects which are

important to the country, alo has a special government trust fund which

enables it to give guarantees or discount facilities to conmercial banks

in Mexico who are thus enabled to handle the small loans to emall enter-

prisen, really as agents for the Nacional Financiera, and that enables

them to decentralise and to redNuce the administrative cost of handling this

importint small business.

I won't say anything more about forms of investment. We have in the

past had various rather complinated mechanisms; we are now rying to make

them in simpler forms as we are now abl, to invest either in loans or in

shares,as the case may be. I think I would like to conclude, before

asking for any questions, b referring again to the two new functions which

IFC is now able to perform.

One is providing share capital for ether investment institutions, such

as development banks, and the other one is helping in the underwriting or

guaranteeing the subscription or capital issues in the developing countries.

Dealing first with the question of development banks, t e World Bank in the

last ten years has epent an inense amount of time in helping member

countries to organise development banks to be operated wit government
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approval on private enterprise business lines. The oblect of this has been

to try and prevent governments making the mistake of getting into business

when they are often more than fully occupied with handling the finance in

the public sector as regards utilities, transport and cmmunication and

power, and other things of that kind, And it has happened in certain countries

that a development institution is set up under iovernment control and it

inuediatel cories under pressure to make loans, partly on political grounce

instead of making them purely on economic and business -rounds. And so the

World Bank has been trying hard in the last ten years to encourage its

member countries who want to have development institutions to have them set

up on private lines, often with, say, a government director on the Board,

usually with some government financial contribution in the form of loans, so

that they are run on private enterprise lines but in the interests of the

country as a whole. Now those institutions which are familiar with

a good many such as in India and Pakistan, Iran,Turkey and others, have

on the whole had, I think, a very succeser l record in their early years

and as they grow they not only need more loans, which they may .et from the

iorld Bank or from other sources, but they need more share capital to

balance the loans. There is a lin't to the amount of loans which you can

properly raise on a given share caFital and it is not easy to get share

capital provided for development institutons which are obviously going to

be investing for the most part in new enterprises which -ill not show much

of a return on the money invested for several years to cone. Now, since

last year, when our Charter was smended, it is possible for IFC to make

investments in the share capital of development institutions, and we believe

this is going to be a valuable function for us to perform. We have so far

made two investants in two financial instituions in Cola-bia, which are



not strictly development banks; they are investAert institutiong which

have ben set up by a number of cuo ercial banks and businer amen and

insurance companies in order to provide long-term capital mainly for

industrial development, and in each case we have invested $2 million in

those two corporation, in order to give then long-term money without having

to pay us any fixed rate of interest, so that they in turn can provide

long-term capital for the industrial enterprises whicn they are rinancing.

We hope, over a period of years, to be able to sell off our invc:atment in

those intitutions to yrivate investors. We hope to sell them all at a

profit which will compensate us f'or not receiving any interest in the early

years. Those are two ecm-ples so far and we hope we shall have more to announce

in the next year or two.

The second now function: capital issues. There is no doubt whatever

that one of the difficulties of a busineswmun who is trying to get a now

enterprise started in his own country is to get local capital. People

often talk as though the problem of industrial development was how to raise

foreign capital. That is only one part of the problem. We have had, and

many other lending institutions have had, innunerable applications wanting

so many hundred thousand or million dollars, pounds, or marks, or whatever

foreign currency may be, when obviously they have not got any rupees or

pesosor whatever their local currency is, to make a sound basis for this

enterprise. And many enterprises around the world tend to be started with

too small a share capital and too big a burden of debt, which often

causes serious di ficulties when the interprise gets into financial diffi-

culties, as often happens in the early years. A riew business i. seldom

a success from the start and during those difficult earl. years it is all

Important to have a capital structure which is reasonably sound. Previo. sly
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IFC could not help to undervrite or guarantee subscription of shares

in, let as say, pesos or rupees or other currencies, because it had not

ot the power to invest in shares. Now it has that power and therefore

it can engage in this buwiness of underwriting and we believe that in so

doing it may hdlp to encourage the growth of capital markets and encourage

the flow of local private capital into bumanesses in that country. Mr.

Garner, who used to be President of the IC until last year, often used to

draw attention to the amount of money which exists in many of the developing

countries which goes almost anywhere except into productive private anter-

prise in that country. The tendency in to invest in building, in land or

property, even to invest it abroad, but one of the most Important things

which I think IFC is hoping to do over a period of years is to help en-

courage in its developing member countries local investors to make invest-

ments in teir own country in private industries conceived on sound lines.

Those, I think, are the broad outlines on which IFC is trying to

proceed and I should be glad to answer any questions which anybody may

wish to ask.
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Chairman: Thank you Mr. Ieevor. Your questions. Mr. Hopkins.

Mr. Hopkins, Does IFC ever ek to get control share interest?

Yr. Ieovor- Never. It wasn' t a problem until last year when our 'harter

was changed. Our polic now is having the power to invest

in sharea. We never want to have more than 25' of the voting

share capital; nor do we seek to exercise voting rights. We

do not want to control, we want to invest in the copaid..

which have got an experienced management and capable people

on the board. If they haven't got good people on the board,

well, we will be glad to try and help them find other peiple

to go on their board.

(Questioner), Would that exclude private businesamen who do not already

have a business established?

Mr. Beevor I didn't quite follow the question.

(fesationer): Well, you talked about the fact that they guqt have good

people on the board; they must have a sound background.

Does this exclude a Irw group of people from starting a

business?

Chairman: From lack of experience, you men?

(QuaLtioner): Lack of specific experience in that particular industry.

Or, if they had private capital but did not have business



backrground.

Mr. Beevort You have touched on one of the mzst important points in the

whole of these activities. 0 are constantly being approached

by people who are good businessmen; they may have been successful

merchants, in selling chemicals, in dealinr in hides and skins,

or agricultural produce, but they now want to start the monu-

facture of chemicals or steel, or engineering, and this is a

real problem. If I, for example, said I wished to go and

start a chemical manufacturing industry, nobody in his senses

would invest in my compary, I have no experience in it at all.

I have been a lawyer and a banker, I know nothing about chemical

manufacture and I should not expect to persuade anybody to Invest

in my company unless I got other people to join with me; either

persuade an existing chemical comnany to take some part in my

business or else to go out and get men who had had the right

experience in managing, both financially and technically, a

chemical plant. As I sy, people often come to us who want to

do something for which they have no experience whatsoever. I

remember samebody saying to me years ago,"If I announced that I

was going to take Music lesson. and conduct the orchestra at the

etropolitan in three months time, nobody would attend at all!"

This is the sort of problen we are dealing with and we spend a

lot of time trying to, in these situations ----- trying to

make suggestions to businessman from a particular country to

get in touch with same experienced group, whether it is here

in the United tates, or in Europe, or elsewhere, who have got
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Mr. Beevor: the sort of experience which they lack. Now, we ourselves, I
(cont,)

think, like sty sensible investor, will not invest in a business

where there is nobody who knows how to manage it. It is just a

sure way of losing your money and it is not really in the

interests of the country that people should start businesses

without having any experience, unless tI can start them on

a very small scale. What happens now, is that many businessmen

in Africa, Asia, Latin America, realising the importance of

large scale industrial entapslee in this mid-twentieth century,

are trying to start very large enterprisesand they must be large -

you can't start a small papermill, you can't start a mall

petrochemical plant - you've got to think of something which is

going to cost 15 million or 1l0 million or $20 million dnd

threfore, in those kinds of enterpris, there must be large-

scale organisation and there must be experienced management which

knows about fairly large-scale organization. Our policy has

been, in the past, we will invest in any enterprise in neiber

countries, where, apart from other thin s, there is experienced

management, whether it is locally owned or foreign owned, or

preferably a combination of the two. We have a fairly strong

preference for irvesting in joint ventures where there is a

combination of foreign technology and business experience and

local business experience and local management. But you can see

from our literature, that I think appreximately half of our in-

vestments have been made in jointly owned enterprises, part

local and part foreizn, and about a third have been made in

entirely locally owned , and only three or four of our invest-



Mr, Beevor: Mente have been in cmpanies which are foreig rned o rw the
(cont.)

point of view of the underdeveloped country. But, returning

to your qiestion, first of all we would not invest in a company

where nobody has any real experience of the business. We then

say to them 'if you haven't got the experience, you must go out

and find somebody to help you and we will try and holp you

ourselves if we can".

Chairman: On that point, Mr. Beevor, does this mean that you people run

a technical assistance office, or alternatively, that you have

one of your men sitting on the anagement or board of direetors

to keep tab of what's going on?

Ir., Beevor: The answer is nearer to the firset than to the sewebd. We

do not ourselves put any of our staff on boards of the companies

we invest in. We are constantly sending our men out to inspect
companies, to inspect
plants where we have already invested. We had somebody back

only two weeks ago, who has written a long report pointing out

all the mistakes which had been made by the management and we

shall have to do somcthing to rectify those errors. 4e don't

run an official technical assistance program: in practice, on

a small scale we really do by means af --- without having a

separate department for this, we are condgantly trying to put

busines men in touch with other cmpanies who may be useful

partners, and we are constantly sending people out to inspect

enterprises in which we have already invested.
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(Questioner); I have really two questions. You have emphasized the

point that IFC invests without government guarantee;

that you try as far as possible to go in on the same terms

and conditions as a private investor would, but isn't the

fact --- by virtue of the fact that the IFC is an inter-

national institution, does it not enjoy certain immunities,

privileges, say, in regard to tax treatment, exchange control.

Mr. Beevor: No, not exchange control. It is perfectly true that, as an

international institution and under the terms of the Charter,

IFC is immune from taxes, whether in India, Brasil or in the

United States. One of the reasons, of course, was that if

we didn't have that immunity, being situated here in Washington,

we would be paying tax on all our income to the United States,

which would not be the intention of member countries or of the

United states itself. So it is perfectly true, we do have an

advantage over private investors that we do not pay taxes and
is

that/a very big advantage. But that enables us to pay the

expenses of all thd things that we are doing. We have, as an

international instttution, we have to investigate a very large

number of propositions which come to us from all over the world.

There may be three or four hundred a year, all of which require --

even if it is only a letter of reply to say "I much regret that

this is unsuitable ". This all takes time. We have to spend a

great deal of money in sending men out to Africa, Asia, Latin

America, to investigate, negotiate, come back and report, go

out again six months later. tve you one example; a recent
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big
Kr, Beevort investment we made in Pakistan, in o/oement project. I was

there mself with two people in Decmber, 1960,and I was there

again with a lawyer in August and the same lawyer is back there

now and we have hai an engineer going three tines to Paris to

tak* to the equipment suppliers. Just at a guess, I would say

we probably spent at least $10 - 20,000 in travelling expenses

in making that investment; that we also retained a firm of con-

sultants to go out and survey the market for cement in that

country and they had to go to Pakistan and they had to come

back here and, for same special reason, we even had to send

then over to the West Coast of this country to get some infor-

nation. All this adds up to a great deal of expense. A noal

private investment institution would never do what we are doing

and we believe one of the more useful things we can do is to

investigate projects up to a point where we can say, "we believe

this is sound; we have looked into it very carefully; we have had

an engineer go out; we have sent a lawyer out who has studied

the legal system of the countryf and then wecan go to a private

investor and say "we have done all the work, would you care to

join with us in this". Sven a big investment institution, an

insurance company, a bank, does not want to do this kind of

business. It is very expansive indeedin terms of manpower as

well as money, and there are very few institutions in the world

who are doing an international busin.s. of investigating projects

and working out investment terms all over the world. We believe

this is probably one of the more useful functions we ean perform.

Going back again to your question, we do have an advantage

tax-wise, and this enables us to do a lot of things which we



Mr. Beevort ceuld not otherwise afford to do. On your second question -

exchange control. We do not seek, or accept, any preferential

position which a private investor would not get. I had a

cable this morningon this same cement project, that they were

hoping to get the necessary consent from the Central Bank.

We go through exstly the same formalities as any private

investor would.

( r ): I would just like to suggest that the Rawhange Control

Authorities would have to be powerfully courageous and

powerfully stupid to place any sort of restrictions on an

I1'C Investment

Mr. Rbor: ----No---

(Qeantor)a - than to a mere private investor who does not have

the privilege -- the panoply of privilege.

Mr. !terr: If a country has Exchange Control regulations, they apply

to everybody unless the Goverrannt makes an excoption.

The Articles of Agreement of I1C and the other arrangements

which have been made as between member governments, make it

clear to every government that there is no need whatever for

IFC to be given preferential consideration.

Take one case which in current with us at the moment.

We have, I think, now five investments in Bmsil - no, we

have four, we had six and sold two. Brazil is going through
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.Beevor a serious mhange situation and sm of our borroers are
(cont.)

having difficulties in getting the foreign cwhange wilh

dich to pay interest. They have to go trough exactly

the same procedure in going to the authorities there to

pay us, as they do in paying interest to other investors

wo have invested at the same time as we did and, in faet, we

had me case in Brasil only about three inths ago, uwre we

discovered that we had received interest, but two other

landers in New York had not. And so, wo imenately got in

touch with the drasilim a and said "you have put us in the

most invidious sitation. This should nover happenand this

wra siaply a administrative oversight.

Chatraans You had another question, 4r?

(,uestioner)s Yes, I wanted to ask what guarantees does the I70 have against

nationalisation by

Hir. Beevort None. This is a risk of investing in any country and, to

som extent, you may say it is a political judgement or it is

just an act of fate Wg guessing what will happen in the future.

We hope that governments who are thinking of nationalizing

certain types of enterprise may perhaps be more reluctant to

nationalise an enterpriso in dich WC has invested, but they

are perfectly entitled to do sb, if they think fit. It has

not happened to us yet. It is asubject we are always consid1ering

actively and we have a alause in most of our investment gree-

ment saying thA one of the a -nts of default is if a
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mgovertnt natianlises Or ePropriates a large part of
(conT)

the DUSiXOSand this is quite a OOa Clause to have in

an inveSment contraot. But we have no guarentes or

protection against nationalisation.

Mr. Cr ) I observe that the purpose of IFC is to stimulate the flow

of private invextaen aW for that you wmt that every

dollar that UFC spewda, it should be aoompanied by three

or four dollars by the private paratiipants. Could ym please

give us some idea as to the ratio of the existing operations?

Mr. *eaves iI haven't not absolutely up-to-date figures. I think the

last one I had was about 6 or 8 months ago. It has been

soeuhere between three or four dollars of other peopltes

noney for vry dollar which 'a have Iamested. I think I

Oan - Let me ju st give you the f igures - These are

actually noarly a year old; I haven It had them brght

up to date. A year ago we had invested, or cinitted, by

which we now we had agead to invest, $U million in 37
enterprises, and te total cost of those enterprises

the total capital oeat - was $192 mlliona, so that's mre

than 4 to 1. That is a fair j resombla figure that takes

into ascount -- that snndes aspital - you see,

soustines we invest in an expansion of an existing buaslnss

and, for this purpose, we alwys excluded the oa.ttal which

had been put in perhaps 20 years ago, but in cases where we

have invested in an expansion, we have oaloulated the nm
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Mr BeVa capital which eame in at the saw time as our& from other

sources. Tn the case of now businee, obviously, we cal-

oulate everything tat has come in. But, roughly spsaking

it bas been of the order of three or four dollare of other

peopl'la capital to evry dollar we have invested, and en

the average you mV say that we have fianced somewhere about

25% or 0% of the cost of the various entapprises uhich we

ham invested in.

(Qu4stioner), And how has this figure behaved2 Is it lnreasing, or is

it eonstant, and what is the figure that you think is

adequate?

Mr. 3eevor I wold sa, if we could keep it if we could on the

avarage help to get a buainess started by providimg only one-

fifth of the capital, we would be &)i=4 pretty well. Thee

is always dilficalty in getting capital for a now busieas.

Thor* is no profit record; the management has not been

proed and established; ad, I think if we could average

20,9 we would be doing well. It is a little bit mialeadimg

to tay that we are providing 25% or 30% of the total, becase

a lot of this money,although it is quite legitimately sunted,

a lot of it is not what 1 would call true investment. A geat

deal of the money to finance enterprises of this kind ocas

in the farm of suppliers' oredita. Now that, an everybody

knows, is facilitated by all kinds of government export credit

institutions and guarantees and, although it is art of the

opital which ioes into the ousimss, it is not investment



Mc. cavers eapital. "4Wat we would lik to do would be to -

that every enterprise in which we invest should be fina ced by

true investant capital instead of these suppliers' oredIts,

whch,.nGosns knws, are an iwportant featuir of the modern

world and xike possibl# the industrialisation of many countries,

but theq have certain drawbacks. Thesy are more mcpansivo

than they appear and people of tm oon to us and say "Your

money is expensive; I can get a suppliers' credit from a

Owman (Amwrioan, or a French or a 3ritish)firz and it will

only cost me 7% interest". But everybody keos that the

prices get adjusted to s extant on those deals and there is

always .*.- it coats more just in the am way as instal-

ment finsmini in any field, and I think that the suppliers'

credit mschamdam has its value, but we would like to encourage

more true Investmint capital, whether local or foreign.

Mr. opkines: In selling its interest in an industry, is IFC governed by

any policies or motivs other than maki a reasonala prorit?

For instano., would you sell to a pvate investor who has

questionable motives?

Mr. 3covart l'his is a very good question. First of all, we would never

sell to a competitr, because w are looking for good parters

with ish' to invest. 'd have got to establihn a reputation

of being a good partner ourselves and so, if we get an offer

to buj us out, we always want, in the first place, to know

this is not a business ompetitmr or sombody to whom the

omny could take a reeinl.Ae and justified mE objection.
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3Qr V S ewroSendly, w. would not normally sell to a ,overnment.
(oont.)

Our Job is to try and mil to private iinestors.

Thirdly, we have to ,iva sons thought to the uaestion of

nationality. We do not want normally to restrict ourselves
have

cgay to slling to local purchaaers. If we/got an invest-

ment in India, or Brail, and we cannot find an Indian or

a 3razilian buyer, but we can get one in the United States,

or in France, or Itumnoy, we would like to accept the offer.

And what we are usually doing so far in effecting males -

we have umwally sold out to the principal shareholders. 'A

have helped them to get it started; it has ben a uosesa;

they want to got us out of the way and, probaibly, to epand

the business, and make more mony. We are very happy to sell

it back to them thouh we would prefer, wherever it is possible,

to try and broaden the interests in a cmpany. If we have an

opportunity of a public offer, rather than selling it bak to

ace or two rich mm, we would rather place it more widely,

if we have the ohasce. I think those we the answers.

Mr. !:er (7) lic much can be invested in each foreign country? Is there

a limit?

FX, Bewers t There is no limit. There is no theoretical limit and we

none of us have azgdear figure in our head. We once got

to a point in Brazil where we were anderini whether we

were getting a little bit too heavy in Lrqzil. There was

a tm when we had 88 millian, out of 8100 million, in

Brasil, and we had three or four other projects under
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Mr. Beer consideration. If they bad all gne through it would
loont.)

have taen us up to $I5 million. Well, that, ater all,

wmuld have been 7% of our total funds and we hae* got

30 or 40 nmber countries. We have get at present sme

*6 million in Colombia and that is - it's un ikely that

we shall inrest soh more than 410 million in a*r country

as long as we have as j got this fairly modest capital of

$100 million.

Mr. i--As you know, Sir, savings in undardeveloped countries are

very small. On the other hund, IFC gives credits for the

establishment of, you said# large scale industries, amd

so it see to me that the activities of the organisation

xdght not be very effoetive this way, because of the small

savings and also your oopnition that large scale industries

should be established. And it seems that this is ow of

the reascm thut this organisation is not very well immn

in underdeveloped countries and so thqy are not making very

mch use out of it. Also thre is the other point, I saould

like to know if you have dot any pawrs in the equity invest-

ments you make in all these iW stries. A third point is

that you have motioned that one of the faculties of the

organisation is to guarante investments by

Mr, Beert -O- to .acourge -

Mr. - - not to guarantee?--



Mr. Bew:- not to guarantee.

Therefore, If you do not guarantee and y=a only enoaurage,

don't you think that it is also better to introduoe the

function of you,1 I aen LFC, guaranteein private invest-

mnts, or if you can-mt beoaue the soarces of the organisatton

are very amall, don't you think that it would be better if an

international investments guarantee corporation is *stablished

in order to boost up the activitias of IC?

Mr eevr Well, AIr, this is a formiabe range of questions. l&

ms deal with the fbst one. Which is your first one

this was -

Chairman: Your ivestaents ratio

Mr. 3sovor: i This was the am. Samil savings. We are hoping, to soiw

extent to get Into thi3 field when we start this now wok

of h].irN to undwwite capital issues. In other words, let

-e just give you an exaMle. I went to Mexico ton months ago

in March to discuss with banks there whether they needed help

in underwriting oapital issues to the public. The practise

in Mezi , as in nwV other countries, has been financing

tends to be done through rather waall gra4ps, who bond to

keep it to theselves and only reoantly have they started to

have one or two public issues to give the public as a whole

a ham.s to invest. And I wae interested to find that there



Er. Beavor: was a grawing interest in public 1wesin broadening share
7cont.)

ownersh1,for political reasna as well as for geuine onomis

reasons. This is me way in which we can perhaps help to a

modest extort in that field. We are also thinking, tugh we

haven't even raised this with our Board of Directors yet,

whether someday we might not help to encourage sm of these

investmnt' trusts, or mutual inds which have been started

in a Lumwr of ountries in the last five years. There have

been quite sioessful anes in Brazil, mailer ones in Argentina,

Chile, Colombia; I have bwm talking about it in the case of

India and Pakistan. In other words, mohanisams or insti-

tutims which may attract small savings into prodactive

induatry In their own coantry. This Is the important thing.

Wo are conscious of the point you mentioned - wo re,,rot that

we haven't yet been able to do much about it.

(Qstionsr ) Well, I thought that bcause savinds are small in under-

devloped countries so private industrial enterprises are

not making Pull use of this orjanisation and this is why it

is not well known to them.

Mr. evor: Now your last point - the international investmant guarante

situation. This is a very cotplicated subject, It has been

publicly announced that the World Bank has been requested to

study this subject. I myself have sat in on inetings in the

last few months on the subject; the World Bank is preparing

a report which will be published in the ommss of this yeer -
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in fact probably in the next six ronths. It is a most

difficult subject. As regards the qu stion whoer LFC Itself

Obould guarantee private investoof we dnt think that'a

the right thing to do. rou Ay know that the 4orld Bank, in its

far bigger scale and trying to sell simply government bonds,

wuboh, after all,, am much stronger things than wnat U am

trying to sel., they have been selling their investmuts for

years and, in the early years, I think 10 years ago, they

were selling participations to insurance c Apnies and savings

banks and other inatiations with the World tank's em guarantee

In order to encourage -- in ordAw to be able to .011 bonds of

the Brasilian Cenorrnt and India and Pakistan and other

ountries, the Marld iank gave its own gtiaruntes to the

purchasars. Well, of ouarse that was just like buying a

World Bank bond and a World Bank band mant a guarantee of

the United States and 70 other omotries. Therefore, the

parchaser wasn' t really investing in ono particular conntry.

ho-4 the World 3ank very soon discontianed that practice,

first because the guarantees were going to add up to a

foraidable figure; seondly, because it wan' I geminsly

encouraging genuine capital to go into these bonds, Nows

in the saw may, CC in its mch analler operations, in a

very different field of private industrial finwing, um

would not really be ewouraIng the fle of private capital

on a genuine basts into a ement plant in Brasil, or in

Pakistan, or to take another case, a sugar factory in

Tanganyika, i4hih we invested a lot of money in. We ouldnt
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Mr. 3vor: say we have ewoured private investors to go Into Pakiatan,

Tangartca and Brazil, when we have ,ivan tha our own guarantee.

I mean, that s slripdy 4vin. a governuent guarantee. So what

we are tring to jt do is to get private investors to invest

in these aountri@5 which so mh need it, in enterprises which

have been well invesatgated and either are liksty to prove

sucassaful or have been proved sucoesseful.

(Qustioner): Then, why is the organisation~t well known? I understand

that it is not very well known to privatm enterprisea

Mr. 1Besvors Woil, I =As say u;) till ton Yearn ago the 14orld 3ank wan' t

very well know. -. I man ou'llide governents. And i,. Joe&

take a long time for an international organiation to get

knm, espselally when it is as _- I say with all modesty

it is quite a small one as CFC is, with $100 million.

What is that? That's enough momy to pay for five pulp and

paper plants costing 20 million each. This isn't a vast

mum of money. We only hope to be well known in fairly limited

ofraless business irle ani banki% ic irles in those oountries

where we can make investents.

( U*Btlonar )l I thaught there were certain things which private enterprises

want to avoid - I mean in the lending policy of the IFC.-

certain features which are not very attractive to people who want

to pm borr w frsa the organisation and invest in local

itnustries.
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2r " eor: This is perfectly true. I think you are referring to what I

wself mtioned in paastng, that in our early years, with

this restriction in our Charter when we had to ak* all otw

investents in the for- of loans, t4iey were, or aRyhow seemed,

to be, very epensive. 'e are fortunately now able to get

amsy frop that difficulty by raking otw inestments partly

as Loans and partly in shares. Nobody objects to the sh-re-

holder making a reasonable profit if he is taking his share

of the risks. Ahat everybody objects to is hen a lender

has the protection cc a lender and also wants a Ehare in

the profits. I quite agree with your point.

(Questio Ser) Then, about vvting powers: you uention that you have no

control over manaemient, over the borrawing enterprises,

Wt nevertheless yuight have a Bort of votirYL powr.

Mr. @ewort Our policy is to have votin.: ri-,ht. In other vords, if

we invest in shares 5nd you two genmmen are the other

shareholders, we want to hav, the zam shares as you, so

that *Am the time cmes to sell them I can sell theaz to

you, osing the same shares a everybody else. We don t

went to have non-voting shares. Therefore, we want shares

with votLn7 ri ah. Our policy, however, is we will never

exeroise these voting rihts encpt in sa very oeopelling

BitUatiOn.

Chairman Sfr, along that azr lineare there typical conditions or



in connectin
Chairvm.n controls or strings attached whiioh ar. nagotiated/with

(cont.)
each investment.

1, Beevorz Yes. - Marn just as

Chairman: Would you say something about theac?

Mr. Beavor: In two admta3 I will have to ask you to excuse me bemause

I have arother meting.

We havy invest.ont ar.ements, like any other liwestnent

intitution, and Va have a numer of fairly standard conditions

and covenants in them. The nas whicns -re perhaps wwrt

rantioning are the following :

N4 have provisione which ;ovarn the disburaeuunt Of our

iwney, ani wu want to be satisifed at each stage that the

project is being carried out in the way that was agreed --

that otr poop.l are putting up their money as well as we

putting up our ione4 that they are Litill building a coment

plant instoad o) b' lding a aviwLing pool or a race track.

All thesa thiu2s you have to watoh at every stags, and so

there is a good deal of neceasary preauixon about 6naurUC

that the project is bsing carried out as planned. Soozd2y,

after the roject ia coapited, we have a number of, I think,

more or less nec.ssry and inevitatle thinas. We want,

first of all, to have progras reports on thM progress of the

uasiness - wte ask tor that quarterly. We want anxl acaounts

we want thsim to be audited cy independent auditors. ie wont
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Beevor provisions that the camwsy will maintain a rmasonable
(cont.)

working capital. It won't pay it all away in dividenda.

And so we have some restrictions that they will mintain

warking capita at a certain level. We want rastrictions

on the anount of borrowings that they make, so that we

don't find that they have -one and bought a now businss

next door by contracting a big loan uhich unbalances the

i*hole capital structzres that kind of thing which my

financial cr investmnt institution ought to have.

hairman: Thank you very much for ,otr =Lnr up here nd iving us

Your ti and your candid anmurs.

Mr. jewvor: ientlmer it 1 il a pleamre, md I hope th: t although

it is i relatively small or, nisation and we are investig -

ve are helping ,overnments in directly, we are not a source of

iney to governmenta, we are lwesting in private enterprise,

wvdh we believe in the lng run is going to be a help to

our-nmber countrie, so we are/very glad to have the

oppartunity of tidg to a grcW like this ahereyou are

going back to your own countries and will know somethiin

about what IFC is trying to do. Thank you very much.


